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Building Service Provider NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to gain the edge of providing the most reliable service-level guarantees to customers
Network and service provider engineers are often faced with the difficult challenge of meeting a less-than-logical service need of a customer––   and at the most reasonable price. In this book, Howard Berkowitz shows network and service...
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Mastering Windows Server 2016 Hyper-VSybex, 2016

	Build a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter solution


	Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V is the IT administrator's guide to this rising datacenter solution. Hyper-V has already surpassed VMWare in datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and more; this book shows you how to harness...
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Software Architecture with C++: Design modern systems using effective architecture concepts, design patterns, and techniques with C++20Packt Publishing, 2021

	
		Apply business requirements to IT infrastructure and deliver a high-quality product by understanding architectures such as microservices, DevOps, and cloud-native using modern C++ standards and features

	
		Key Features

		
			Design scalable large-scale applications with the C++ programming...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Definitive, Comprehensive SCEA Exam Prep–Straight from Sun’s Exam Developers!


	 


	This book delivers complete, focused review for Sun’s...
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Deploying and Troubleshooting Cisco Wireless LAN ControllersCisco Press, 2009
This is the only complete, all-in-one guide to deploying, running, and troubleshooting wireless networks with Cisco® Wireless LAN Controllers (WLCs) and Lightweight Access Point Protocol (LWAPP)/Control and Provisioning of Wireless Access Points (CAPWAP). Authored by two of the most experienced Cisco wireless support...
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Performance Testing With JMeter 2.9Packt Publishing, 2013

	Performance testing with JMeter 2.9 is critical to the success of any software product launch and continued scalability. Irrespective of the size of the application’s user base, it’s vital to deliver the best user experience to consumers. Apache JMeter is an excellent testing tool that provides an insight into how applications...
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Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition: Platform and Component SpecificationsPearson Education, 2000
The Java 2(TM) Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) defines a  new standard in enterprise solutions through a simplified, component-based  development model. By extending the "write-once, run-anywhere(TM)" benefits of  the Java programming language to enterprise servers, J2EE adds the scalability,  robustness, and...
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) Compass: Business Value, Planning, and Enterprise Roadmap (Developerworks)IBM Press, 2005
Maximize the business value and flexibility of your SOA deployment
In this book, IBM Enterprise Integration Team experts present a start-to-finish guide to planning, implementing, and managing Service-Oriented Architecture. Drawing on their extensive experience helping enterprise customers migrate to SOA,...
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Pro Windows Server AppFabric (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	This book will teach you all about Windows Server AppFabric (code-named “Dublin”),a set of extensions to Windows Server that allow it to function as a lightweight, application server. The combination of Windows Server and AppFabric provides an easy-to-manage platform for developing, deploying, and reliably hosting middle-tier...
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Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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Multimedia Multicast on the InternetISTE Publishing Company, 2008
This book examines multicast technology and will be a key text for undergraduate engineering students and master students in networks and telecoms. However, it will be equally useful for a wide range of professionals in this research field.
   Multicast routing was introduced with the advent of multiparty applications (for example,...
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Pro HTML5 Programming: Powerful APIs for Richer Internet Application DevelopmentApress, 2010

	HTML5 is here, and with it, web applications take on a power, ease, scalability, and responsiveness like never before. In this book, developers will learn how to use the latest cutting-edge HTML5 web technology—available in the most recent versions of modern browsers—to build web applications with unparalleled functionality,...
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